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Abstract
We present mlrMBO, a flexible and comprehensive R toolbox for model-based
optimization (MBO), also known as Bayesian optimization, which addresses
the problem of expensive black-box optimization by approximating the given
objective function through a surrogate regression model. It is designed for
both single- and multi-objective optimization with mixed continuous, categor-
ical and conditional parameters. Additional features include multi-point batch
proposal, parallelization, visualization, logging and error-handling. mlrMBO is
implemented in a modular fashion, such that single components can be eas-
ily replaced or adapted by the user for specific use cases, e.g., any regression
learner from the mlr toolbox for machine learning can be used, and infill cri-
teria and infill optimizers are easily exchangeable. We empirically demonstrate
that mlrMBO provides state-of-the-art performance by comparing it on differ-
ent benchmark scenarios against a wide range of other optimizers, including
DiceOptim, rBayesianOptimization, SPOT, SMAC, Spearmint, and Hyperopt.
Keywords: Model-Based Optimization, Bayesian Optimization, Black-Box
Optimization, Hyperparameter Tuning, Parameter Configuration, R
1. Introduction
Black-box functions are systems that require a number of input parameters
to produce one or multiple (numeric) outputs. In most cases these are (a) ex-
pensive to evaluate in terms of time and/or monetary cost, and (b) knowledge
of their internal working is not available, which often manifests through the
absence of derivatives. Such problems occur in production engineering [e.g. 1],
where the inputs are possible settings of industrial machines or used materials
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and the output is one or multiple measurements regarding the quality of fab-
ricated parts. Since this makes a single evaluation expensive, one tries to find
the optimal settings of production steps in a minimal number of tries. Design
of Computer Experiments (DACE) [2] is a discipline focused on solving such
problems and sequential model-based optimization (SMBO) [3] has become the
state-of-the-art optimization strategy in recent years.
The generic SMBO procedure starts with an initial design of evaluation
points, and then iterates the following steps:
1. Fit a regression model to the outcomes and design points obtained so far,
2. query the model to propose a new, promising point, often by optimizing
a so-called infill criterion or acquisition function,
3. evaluate the new point with the black-box function and add it to the
design.
Several adaptations and extensions, e.g., multi-objective optimization [4], multi-
point proposal [5, 6], more flexible regression models [7] or alternative ways to
calculate the infill criterion [8] have been investigated recently.
A different field of application for SMBO is the hyperparameter optimization
for machine learning methods [e.g. 9, 10, 11]. Here, the black-box is a machine
learning method and the objective(s) is one or multiple performance measure(s),
validated via resampling on a data set of interest. The black-box function
can be more complex, for example a machine learning pipeline which includes
preprocessing, feature selection and model selection.
After a brief comparison with related software in Subsection 1.1 and clari-
fication of our main contributions in Subsection 1.2, we introduce the general
SMBO procedure in more detail in Section 2. Section 3 highlights the capabili-
ties of our software mlrMBO, showcased by some code examples. In Section 4 we
empirically demonstrate that mlrMBO achieves state-of-the-art performance on
a wide range of synthetic and real-world single- and multi-objective scenarios.
Section 5 gives an outlook on future work.
1.1. Related Software
We will briefly present an overview of available software for model-based
optimization, starting with implementations based on the Efficient Global Op-
timization algorithm (EGO), i.e., the SMBO algorithm proposed by Jones et al.
[3] using Gaussian processes (GPs), and continue with extensions and alterna-
tive approaches.
Both DiceOptim [12] and rBayesianOptimization [13] are R packages that
offer EGO implementations. A sophisticated EGO implementation can be found
in the Python package Spearmint [14]. It focuses on hyperparameter optimiza-
tion of machine learning algorithms with enhancements regarding variable costs
of experiments and parallelization. All three packages offer different GP ker-
nels and infill criteria, but only support numerical (non-conditional) parameters
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and, except for Spearmint, no multi-criteria optimization or parallelization is
available. A multi-criteria version of Spearmint is introduced in [15].
The C++ library BayesOpt [16] contains an extended version of EGO, in-
cluding Student-t processes, support of mixed and conditional parameters as
well as meta-criteria algorithms to automatically find reasonable infill criteria
during optimization. It offers interfaces for Python, Matlab and Octave.
SMAC [7] is one of the most established frameworks and allows to optimize
mixed parameter spaces as it uses a random forest instead of a GP for regression.
Besides general black-box optimization, it is focused on algorithm configuration.
However, SMAC is limited to single-criteria optimization and parallelization is not
supported.
Hyperopt [8] is an optimization package in Python that supports numerical,
categorical and conditional parameters. Instead of a regression it uses a tree of
Parzen estimators (TPE) to compute point suggestions. It supports distributed
parallel and asynchronous execution. Hyperopt can be used for general black-
box optimization, but is mainly focused on machine learning tasks.
Another R implementation for sequential black-box optimization is SPOT [17].
It is a toolbox with different modeling techniques and offers a wide variety of
statistical methods. SPOT contains sophisticated algorithms to handle functions
with noisy evaluations, is able to handle constrains in functions and supports
multi-objective optimization.
1.2. Main Contributions and Prior Applications
The main contribution of this paper is the presentation of the R package
mlrMBO, which implements a generic SMBO framework and provides a large
variety of different SMBO methods due to its modular structure. mlrMBO is even
more flexible than SPOT in its choice of surrogate models as it is connected to
the R package mlr [18] which interfaces more than 60 machine learning regression
algorithms. Besides the default SMBO procedure, mlrMBO focuses on three
domains: Mixed parameter space optimization, multi-point proposals and multi-
objective optimization. Even combinations of the three domains are possible,
which to our knowledge no other software is currently capable of. mlrMBO is easy
to use as many default implementations for the individual steps of the SMBO
procedure are directly supported in a plug-and-play style. Simple interfaces are
available to extend the package with user specific variants.
Benchmarks show that mlrMBO achieves state-of-the-art performance in each
domain. Additionally, mlrMBO has been successfully applied in some practical
settings. In [19, 20] it was used to optimize the hyperparameters of machine
learning pipelines (joint pre-processing and model hyperparameters) for support
vector machines and general machine learning models, respectively, in a single
objective setting. Hess et al. [21] proposed an mlrMBO ensemble-based approach
to identify the best surrogate model during optimization through reinforcement
learning. Horn et al. [22] considered a multi-objective benchmark and optimized
the runtime-accuracy trade-offs of several approximate support vector machine
solvers. Horn and Bischl [11] introduced the general capability of mlrMBO to
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solve multi-objective machine learning tasks. Steponavič et al. [23] investigated
the impact of different initial design sampling techniques on the performance of
multi-objective model-based optimization methods by using mlrMBO.
2. Sequential Model-Based Optimization
This section describes the general SMBO setup and presents the individual
building blocks in Subsection 2.1. While SMBO is modular and can thus be
customized for a variety of different tasks, we highlight the most prominent
combinations of components described in the literature like EGO [3] (Subsec-
tion 2.2) or SMAC-like [7] optimizers (Subsection 2.3). Subsections 2.4 and 2.6
introduce parallelization through multi-point proposal, and multi-objective op-
timization.
2.1. Sequential model-based optimization
Let f(x) : X → R be an arbitrary black-box function with a d-dimensional
input domain X = X1 × X2 × · · · × Xd and a deterministic output y. Each Xi
(i = 1, · · · , d) can be either numeric and bounded (i.e. Xi = [li, ui] ⊂ R) or a
finite set of s categorical values (Xi = {vi1, . . . , vis}). Without loss of generality,
we want to find the input x∗ with
x∗ = arg min
x∈X
f(x).
In the context of model-based optimization, we usually assume that f is ex-
pensive to evaluate, hence the total number of function evaluations is limited
by a budget. At the heart of SMBO are so-called surrogate models fˆ which
cheaply estimate the expensive black-box function f and which are iteratively
updated and refined. The general approach is illustrated in Figure 1. The figure
outlines the following steps, whereas each step is explained in more detail in the
following subsections:
(1) An initial design of ninit points x(j) (j = 1, . . . , ninit) is sampled from X
and f is evaluated at these points to yield outcomes y(j) = f(x(j)). The
tuples
(
y(j),x(j)
)
constitute the data to build the initial surrogate model
fˆ in the next step.
(2) Fit a surrogate model to all evaluated points x(j) ∈ X and corresponding
values y(j).
(3) An infill criterion proposes m points x(j+i) (i = 1, . . . ,m). The criterion
is defined on X and operates on the surrogate fˆ to determine points which
are promising for the optimization. These points should either have a good
expected objective value or high potential to improve the quality of the
surrogate model.
(4) The proposed points are evaluated using f and the new tuples
(
y(j+i),x(j+i)
)
are added to the design.
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(5) If the budget is not exhausted (and no other termination criteria is met),
go to step (2).
(6) If the budget is exhausted or another termination criteria is met, return
the proposed solution for the optimization problem.
(1)
Generate
initial design
(2.1.1)
(2)
Fit surrogate
model (2.1.2)
(5)
Budget
exceeded?
(2.1.5)
(6)
Return best
point (2.1.6)
(3)
Propose
new point(s)
(2.1.3)
(4)
Evaluate
function
and update
design
(2.1.4)
yesno
Figure 1: General SMBO approach.
2.1.1. Initial Design
The initial design specifies the points of the input domain at which the
black-box function is evaluated to build the initial surrogate model fˆ . If too
few points are chosen or if the points do not cover X well, the fit of fˆ may be
poor and thus points proposed based on fˆ may be suboptimal for the progress
of the optimization. Fitting a surrogate model may even be impossible. On the
other hand, a large initial design may reduce the available budget too much.
mlrMBO provides various options for the initial design: The user can specify it
manually or generate designs either completely at random, coarse grid designs
or by using space-filling Latin Hypercube Designs [24].
2.1.2. Surrogate Models
One of the main factors that determines the choice of surrogate model fˆ is
the structure of the input space X . If X ⊂ Rd, Kriging [3] is the recommended
choice and provides state-of-the-art performance. In Section 2.2, the Kriging-
based EGO approach is discussed in more detail. If the search space X also
includes categorical parameters on the other hand, random forests are a viable
alternative [7] as they can handle such parameters directly, without the need to
encode the categorical parameters as numeric. mlrMBO allows the use of any of
the many regression models available in the R package mlr, which itself can also
be easily extended to support custom regression learners [25].
While Kriging models and random forests already provide uncertainty esti-
mation natively, generic bagging can be applied to arbitrary regression models
to retrieve standard error estimators in mlr.
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2.1.3. Infill Criteria
The infill criterion, or sometimes called acquisition function, guides the op-
timization and tries to trade-off exploitation and exploration. This is usually
achieved by combining µˆ(x) and sˆ(x) (or sˆ2(x)) in a single formula in a well-
balanced fashion, where the posterior mean µˆ(x) and posterior standard devi-
ation sˆ(x) (or posterior variance sˆ2(x)) are estimated by the surrogate model
fˆ . sˆ(x) and sˆ2(x) are sometimes also called “local uncertainty estimators”. As-
suming that our model fˆ is somewhat “spatial” in the sense that higher values
of sˆ(x) indicate regions of the search space that few of our design points lie
close to and / or we have not learned the structure of f very well at x, we are
therefore looking for points with low µˆ(x) and high sˆ(x).
Arguably the most popular choice is the expected improvement
EI(x) := E(I(x))
where the random variable I(x) defines the potential improvement at x over
the currently best observed function value ymin:
I(x) := max {ymin − Y (x), 0} .
Here, Y (x) is a random variable that should express the posterior distribution
at x, estimated with fˆ . For a Gaussian process, Y (x) is normally distributed
with Y (x) ∼ N(µˆ(x), sˆ2(x)). Under this assumption, EI(x) can be expressed
analytically in closed form as
EI(x) = (ymin − µˆ(x)) Φ
(
ymin − µˆ(x))
sˆ(x)
)
+ sˆ(x)φ
(
ymin − µˆ(x)
sˆ(x)
)
, (1)
where Φ and φ are the distribution and density function of the standard normal
distribution, respectively.
A simpler approach to balance µˆ(x) and sˆ(x) for a point x is given by the
lower confidence bound
LCB(x, λ) = µˆ(x)− λsˆ(x), (2)
where λ > 0 is a constant that controls the “mean vs. uncertainty” trade-off.
Furthermore, mlrMBO currently support pure mean µˆ(x) minimization (pure
exploitation) and pure uncertainty sˆ(x) maximization (pure exploration) and
further criteria for multiple point proposals (see Section 2.4), noisy optimization
(see Section 2.5), and multi-objective optimization (See section 2.6).
2.1.4. Infill Optimization
The infill optimizer searches for the point x which yields the best infill value.
Unlike the original optimization problem on f , the optimization on the infill cri-
terion can be considered inexpensive. While this is still a black-box optimization
problem, points can be evaluated more lavishly, and Jones et al. [3] propose a
branch and bound algorithm for this task. mlrMBO defaults to a more generic ap-
proach, which we call focus search, outlined in Algorithm 1. It is able to handle
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numeric parameter spaces, categorical parameter spaces, as well as mixed and
hierarchical spaces. The algorithm starts with a large random design from which
all points are evaluated by the surrogate regression model to determine the most
promising point. Next, focus search shrinks the search space around the best
point and samples new random points for the now focused search space. The
shrinkage of search space is iterated niters times. The complete procedure can
be restarted nrestart times to avoid local optima. Finally the best point over all
restarts and iterations is returned. Evolutionary algorithms like CMA-ES [26]
or custom user-defined optimizers can be selected alternatively.
Algorithm 1 Infill Optimization: Focus Search.
Require: infill criterion c : X → R, control parameters nrestart, niters, npoints
1: for u ∈ {1, ..., nrestart} do
2: Set X˜ = X
3: for v ∈ {1, ..., niters} do
4: generate random design D ⊂ X˜ of size npoints
5: compute x∗u,v = (x∗1, ..., x∗d) = arg minx∈D c(x)
6: shrink X˜ by focusing on x∗:
7: for each search space dimension X˜i in X˜ do
8: if X˜i numeric: X˜i = [li, ui] then
9: li = max{li, x∗i − 14 (ui − li)}
10: ui = min{ui, x∗i + 14 (ui − li)}
11: end if
12: if X˜i categorical: X˜i = {vi1, . . . , vis}, s > 2 then
13: x¯i = sample one category uniformly from X˜i\x∗i
14: X˜i = X˜i\x¯i
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
19: Return x∗ = arg min
u∈{1,...,nrestart},v∈{1,...,niters}
c(x∗u,v)
2.1.5. Termination
Multiple termination criteria can be used in mlrMBO. Commonly a limit is set
for the total number of evaluations of f or for the number of SMBO iterations.
Alternatively, the optimization can be terminated after a given time or after a
time budget for function evaluations is exhausted. The optimization can also
be stopped as soon as a predefined objective value is reached. Furthermore, the
user can create custom termination rules.
2.1.6. Final Point
Finally, the final solution x∗ has to be determined. Usually the best point
observed during the optimization is picked. Fitting a last surrogate model to
find the best point predicted is a viable option, especially if f is noisy.
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2.2. Efficient Global Optimization (EGO)
Kriging models [27] are arguable the most popular choice for a surrogate
model because they are very flexible and provide a local uncertainty estima-
tor [3].
In general, we consider a numeric-only input domain X ⊂ Rd. Jones et al.
[3] were the first who introduced surrogate models for the sequential optimiza-
tion of box-constrained functions with real-valued arguments. Their Efficient
Global Optimization (EGO) algorithm employs Kriging models together with
the expected improvement infill criterion (see Equation 1). Maximizing the EI
results in an infill criterion that balances exploitation of the model structure
and exploration of regions with high uncertainty and has proven to be highly
effective [3]. It can ensure global convergence [28, 29] (which is somewhat unre-
alistic to expect under the usually tight budget constraints that exist for many
expensive black-box optimization problems).
Figure 2 illustrates the point proposal at the 3rd (left) and the 4th iteration
(right) of an EGO run on a 1d cosine mixture function. It illustrates how
high uncertainty (sˆ) and a low value of µˆ contribute to the EI and thus to the
selection of the next point and the ability of model-based optimization to find
the optimum even for multi-modal functions.
l l
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Figure 2: State at the 3rd (left) and 4th iteration (right) of an exemplary EGO run on a
1d cosine mixture function. The upper part shows the real function f as a solid line and its
estimation µˆ dotted. The uncertainty is indicated by the shaded area. Initial design points
are displayed as red circles, sequential points as green squares. The lower part shows the
respective value for the EI. The optimum of the EI defines the point that proposed to be
evaluated next (blue triangle).
2.3. Mixed Space Optimization
Real life scenarios often include mixed-valued as well as hierarchical param-
eter spaces with conditional parameters. An example is the tuning of a support
vector machine, for which the parameter space is illustrated in Figure 3. De-
pending on the choice of the kernel, the hyperparameter γ has to be optimized
for the radial kernel (so it is conditional on the setting of kernel), but it is not
present (or we could say: active) for the linear kernel. In contrast to γ, the
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hyperparameter C is unconditionally always active. Kriging is not really suited
for such problem domains, since covariance kernels natively supporting those
types of data are still subject to research [30].
For the initial design all options support categorical parameters as well as
hierarchical dependencies (feasible values of a parameter depend on the values
of other parameters).
For the surrogate we need a regression model that is more flexible and can
handle categorical features as well as missing values to support dependent pa-
rameters. A slightly modified random forest can be used for this purpose. If a
hyperparameter is not active in a design point in the training set (due to unful-
filled conditions), we will mark its value as missing. Although the random forest
could potentially directly handle missing values, many implementations do not.
Hence, we impute these values in the following way: For categorical parameters
we code missing values as a new level, and for numerical parameters we code the
imputed value out of the range of the box-constraints of the parameter under
consideration. This is known as the separate-class method and was shown to
perform best for decision trees in a prediction-oriented study, when missingness
is related to the outcome [31].
In order to still use infill criteria as LCB and EI, we also have to compute
an uncertainty estimate sˆ(x) for the random forest. For bagging-like predictors
this can be computed or approximated in various ways from the bootstrap. We
refer the reader to [32, 33] for further details. In mlr the uncertainty estimator
can be deviated from an expensive extra bootstrap around the random forest,
the jackknife, the infinitesimal jackknife, or a simple estimator which extracts
the standard error simply from the internal bootstrap of the random forest. In
our experience, the jackknife estimator works most reliably, so it is the current
default for mlrMBO with random forests as surrogate. However, it should be
noted that the random forest is not really a spatial model as a Gaussian process
and therefore the properties of the uncertainty estimator are less intuitive in
comparison to the ones from Kriging models. Our following results still indicate
that we obtained state-of-the-art results with this default, and we deem this
aspect a matter for further research.
X
C
kernel
radial
linear
γ
[0, Inf]
[0, Inf]
Figure 3: Dependent search space for the tuning of a support vector machine. Circles denote
parameters, rectangles denote parameter ranges, arrows denote the hierarchical structure.
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2.4. Multi-Point Proposal
The expensive nature of the optimization problem makes parallelization, i.e.
the evaluation of different configurations on multiple CPUs, an important ex-
tension to speed up the SMBO process. Recently many methods have been pro-
posed to simultaneously propose m points in each iteration. We showcase three
methods implemented in mlrMBO, which are also discussed in [6]. A straightfor-
ward approach is qLCB [34], an extension of the LCB criterion. Instead of one
fixed λ, multiple λk (k = 1, . . . ,m) are drawn from an exponential distribution
to obtain m points x(j+1), . . . ,x(j+m):
qLCB(x, λk) = yˆ(x)− λksˆ(x), λk ∼ Exp
(
1
λ
)
.
The criterion is than optimized separately for every λk, so that overall m points
are proposed. Proposals that were obtained by optimizing the qLCB for a low
value of λk exploit the model and are in proximity of the best found y so far.
For high values of λk the proposals will be of exploratory nature. This ensures
that in one SMBO iteration all proposals balance exploitation and exploration.
Another approach to propose multiple points using the expected improve-
ment is known as constant liar [5]. Here we obtain x(j+1) in the same way as
for the ordinary EI. To obtain x(j+2) we assume that the evaluation at point
x(j+1) is done and update the surrogate model with a made up target value
y. Exemplary choices for the made up value are min(y), max(y), the mean y¯,
or the predicted posterior mean µˆ(x(j+1)) of the surrogate model. The latter
approach is also often referred to as kriging believer.
Bischl et al. [6] propose the multi-objective infill model-based optimization
(MOIMBO) approach. The posterior mean µˆ(x) and variance sˆ(x) are not
scalarized in a single function (as done by EI or (q)LCB), instead a multi-
objective optimization strategy (see Section 2.6) is used to optimize them jointly
and propose a whole set of optimal points. To ensure that the points are diverse,
a distance measure, e.g. the nearest neighbor distance, can be used as a third
objective.
2.5. Noisy Optimization
Noisy optimization assumes that the objective function f is stochastic. Usu-
ally, one now faces the problem to optimize E[f(x)] instead of f(x) and com-
mon strategies are intelligent repetition strategies [35] or adapted infill criteria.
mlrMBO currently only offers the latter (but of course the user can always opt
to perform averaging in the objective function, e.g. by naively averaging over a
constant number of repetitions himself).
A popular infill criterion for noisy functions is the expected quantile improve-
ment [36] which is an extension of EI. Instead of looking for an improvement
over best value observed so far (the ymin in the EI formula), we exchange this
with a so called “plug-in” value qmin:
EQI(x) = (qmin − q(x)) Φ
(
qmin − q(x)
sq(x)
)
+ sq(x)φ
(
qmin − q(x)
sq(x)
)
, (3)
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where qmin is the lowest β-quantile q(xi) for all previously evaluated points
x ∈ {x1, . . .xn}, and β is a user control parameter for the EQI. The estimated β-
quantile at point x is given by q(x) = µˆ(x)+Φ−1(β)sˆ(x). This implies that the
criterion will be non-zero at already evaluated points allowing re-evaluations or
evaluations very close to already evaluated design points to increase knowledge
of promising points.
mlrMBO offers also the so called “augmented expected improvement” and its
modular design makes extensions towards further criteria functions straightfor-
ward. For a further in-depth discussion of this topic we refer the reader to [37]
and their benchmark for noisy MBO approaches.
2.6. Model-Based Multi-Objective (MBMO) Optimization
Multi-objective optimization problems are characterized by a set of target
functions f(x) = (f1(x), . . . , fk(x)) which have to be optimized simultaneously.
Since there is no total order in Rk, for k ≥ 2, the concept of Pareto dominance
is used. A point x pareto-dominates another point x˜, x  x˜, if fi(x) ≤ fi(x˜)
for i = 1, . . . , k and ∃ j fj(x) < fj(x˜), i.e., x needs to be as good as x˜ in
each component and strictly better in at least one. A point x is said to be non-
dominated if it is not dominated by any other point. The set P = {x |@ x˜ x˜  x}
of all non-dominated points is called the Pareto set. It contains all incomparable
trade-off solutions. In multi-objective optimization the goal is to approximate
the Pareto set or the Pareto front f(P ), i.e., the image of P under f .
In recent years some approaches were published that generalize single-objective
SMBO algorithms like EGO for the multi-objective case. We distinguish be-
tween 3 different MBMO algorithm classes: First, scalarization based algorithms
that use EGO to optimize a scalarized version of the black-box functions with
random weights for the scalarization in each iteration. Second, Pareto based
algorithms that fit individual models for each objective and perform multi-
objective optimization of infill criteria on these models. Third, direct indicator
based algorithms that also fit individual models, but perform a single objective
optimization of an infill criterion aggregating all models. mlrMBO supports 4 dif-
ferent MBMO algorithms, covering all 3 classes: ParEGO [38] as scalarization
based, MSPOT [39] as Pareto based, and both SMS-EGO [40] and ε-EGO [41]
as direct indicator based algorithms.
A much more detailed discussion of these methods, their multi-point vari-
ants, and what is currently implemented in mlrMBO is given in [4].
3. mlrMBO R Package
We implemented the software package mlrMBO for the statistical program-
ming language R. It is designed as a modular framework. The individual com-
ponents of model-based optimization such as the infill criterion or the stopping
conditions (cf. Section 2) can easily be combined in a plug-and-play fashion to
respect the specific characteristics of the optimization problem at hand. In the
following we give a short introduction of this process which is split into multiple
steps.
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Definition of the black-box function. For the first step mlrMBO relies on the
smoof package [42] which provides a unified interface to work with black-box
functions. Many test functions that are frequently used to benchmark op-
timizers are already included. Additionally, the package provides the func-
tions make{Single,Multi}ObjectiveFunction() as constructors for custom
test functions. Mandatory arguments are the function itself, a name and a
parameter set. In the simplest case, the latter is defined by names and box con-
straints, which can be specified concisely using the ParamHelpers package. For
more complex settings, it is also possible to connect parameters with arbitrary
transformation functions (e.g., to vary a parameter on the log-scale) or declare
dependencies between parameters. The following listing gives an example for
the definition of the black-box f(x) = (x2 − 0.1x21 + x1 − 6)2 + cos(x1) with
x1 ∈ [−5, 10], x2 ∈ [0, 15]:
fn = makeSingleObjectiveFunction(
name = "my_blackbox",
fn = function(x) (x[2] - 0.1 * x[1]^2 + x[1] - 6)^2 + cos(x[1]),
par.set = makeParamSet(
makeNumericParam("x1", lower = -5, upper = 10),
makeNumericParam("x2", lower = 0, upper = 15)
)
)
Definition of the Initial Design. To specify the points to be evaluated to ini-
tialize the surrogate an initial design has to be specified. It is recommended to
use a Latin Hypercube Design by calling generateDesign() and passing the
number of desired points. If no design is given by the user, mlrMBO will generate
a maximin Latin Hypercube Design of size 4 times the number of the black-box
function’s parameters.
Definition of the surrogate regression model. mlrMBO builds up on the mlr pack-
age [18], which offers a unified interface for a plethora of machine learning meth-
ods in R. For surrogate regression, Kriging (makeLearner("regr.km")) and ran-
dom forests (makeLearner("regr.randomForest")) are popular choices, but
other regression methods can be selected as well. Keep in mind that if expected
improvement or LCB is chosen as the infill criterion, the surrogate either has
to provide an uncertainty estimator, or has to be combined with a bagging ap-
proach using the makeBaggingWrapper() in mlr. If no regression method is
supplied by the user, the fallback is a Kriging model with a Matern-3/2 kernel
and the “GENetic Optimization Using Derivatives” (genoud) fitting algorithm in
a fully numeric setting, and a random forest with jackknife variance estimation
otherwise.
Definition of the control flow. Basic settings like the number of proposed points
in each SMBO iteration or the error handling are set via makeMBOControl()
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which returns a base control object. This object can be further extended to ad-
just the different component of the SMBOmethodology. setMBOControlInfill()
adjusts the infill criterion and the infill criterion optimizer. If the infill opti-
mization is unspecified, mlrMBO uses LCB as infill criterion with λ = 1 in a fully
numeric setting and λ = 2 if at least one one discrete parameter is present. To
optimize the criterion, focus search with nrestarts = 3, niters = 5 and npoints =
1000 is used by default. For multi-point proposals or multi-objective optimiza-
tion, setMBOControlMultiPoint() and setMBOControlMultiObj() are used,
respectively. If multiple points are proposed, they can be evaluated simultane-
ously using different parallelization (i.e. multicore, sockets, and MPI) and high-
performance computation systems (e.g., Slurm, LSF, OpenLava, TORQUE, or
Docker Swarms) with the R packages parallelMap and batchtools [43]. Fi-
nally, setMBOControlTermination() controls the termination criteria.
Putting it all together. The actual optimization is finally started by calling the
mbo() function with the (optional) initial design, the black-box function, the
(optional) surrogate regression method, and the control object as arguments.
The following listing demonstrates an application of mlrMBO to optimize our
example black-box.
library(mlrMBO)
# Create initial random Latin Hypercube Design of 10 points
library(lhs) # for randomLHS
des = generateDesign(n = 5L * 2L, getParamSet(fn), fun = randomLHS)
# Specify kriging model with standard error estimation
surrogate = makeLearner("regr.km", predict.type = "se",
covtype = "matern3_2")
# Set general controls
ctrl = makeMBOControl()
ctrl = setMBOControlTermination(ctrl, iters = 30L)
ctrl = setMBOControlInfill(ctrl, crit = makeMBOInfillCritEI())
# Start optimization
mbo(fn, des, surrogate, ctrl)
The resulting object contains the full optimization path, with all x and y val-
ues, runtime of function evaluations, final state, potential error messages as well
as optionally all fitted surrogate models. Diagnostic visualizations of the opti-
mization are available by calling plot() and for one and two dimensional input
domains with single- or multi-objective targets, each step of the optimization
process can be visualized by calling exampleRun() or exampleRunMultiObj().
For instance, Figure 2 has been created with exampleRun() and plotExampleRun().
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4. Benchmarks
In this section, the performance of mlrMBO is evaluated on three exten-
sive benchmarks. First, we compare mlrMBO against other black-box optimizers
connected to R (Section 4.1), then against state-of-the-art optimizers that are
not available in R through the optimization benchmark framework HPOlib [44]
(Section 4.2). Finally, we perform a simulation study on multi-objective op-
timization problems (Section 4.3). All benchmarks were conducted using the
batchtools [43] package for R.
4.1. Model-Based Single-Objective Optimization
We run our implementation on various single-objective optimization tasks
and compare it with the three EGO implementations available in R: DiceOptim [12],
rBayesianOptimization [13] and SPOT [17]. Additionally, to ensure that an
EGO approach is suitable, we also consider a basic random search as well as
the popular covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) based
on the R package cmaesr [26].
Benchmarks. The methods are evaluated on a set of six 5-dimensional, continu-
ous, and single-objective test functions: Alpine01, Deflected Corrugated Spring,
Schwefel, Ackley, Griewank and Rosenbrock. All are defined in the R-package
smoof and have been subject to optimization benchmarks previously.
Setup. For the initial design, the same pre-generated maximin Latin Hyper-
cube design containing 25 points is used for mlrMBO, DiceOptim, SPOT and the
random search. It was not possible to pass a user-defined initial design in
rBayesianOptimization without provoking an error. Instead, a random design
of the same size is generated internally. We allow each algorithm 200 sequen-
tial iterations. Since CMA-ES as an evolutionary algorithm does not initialize
with a design, it gets an additional budget of 25 iterations (in total 225). All
algorithms are run in their default settings carefully chosen by the respective
package authors.
Evaluation. The objective values of the proposed solutions are summarized in
Figure 4. All methods performed clearly better than the baseline random search
approach on all six test functions. In comparison with the other EGO-based
algorithms, mlrMBO yields a substantial better objective on four test functions
and similar objective on the other two. SPOT is slightly better than mlrMBO on
Griewank, but worse on three others. The evolutionary CMA-ES is comparable
to mlrMBO on Alpine01 and slightly better on Rosenbrock, but considerably worse
on the four other problems. If we consider the averaged rank of the methods
over all test functions as shown in Table 1, mlrMBO proves to be the best method
overall, with SPOT in second place.
Besides the quality of the solution, runtime, and computational overhead
should also be considered. The timings for a complete optimization run in
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Figure 4: Best objective value (on y axis) found by respective algorithms on respective test
function.
minutes are listed in Table 1. Note that we are basically measuring the over-
head of the optimization algorithms, as the synthetic test functions are evalu-
ated in microseconds. The random search unsurprisingly comes with the least
overhead, followed by CMA-ES as implemented in the package cmaesr. The
EGO-based approaches consume considerably more time by fitting the surro-
gate model and optimizing the infill criterion. Here, mlrMBO is slower than
DiceOptim but still more than twice as fast as SPOT and orders of magnitudes
faster than rBayesianOptimization. However, keep in mind that EGO is tai-
lored for expensive problems. If we paid each function evaluation with just one
minute of computation time, the differences between 200 min for random search
and 212 min for mlrMBO seems to be a reasonable price to pay for a much better
objective value.
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Algorithm Average Rank Average runtime in minutes
mlrMBO 1.95 8.03
SPOT 2.48 27.88
cmaesr 3.17 0.01
DiceOptim 3.97 3.35
rBayesOpt 4.24 695.96
Random 5.19 0.00
Table 1: Average ranks and runtime on artificial test functions.
4.2. Model-Based Single-Objective Optimization in Mixed Spaces
The second benchmark compares mlrMBO to three1 other state-of-the-art
Bayesian optimizers which are not connected to R: Spearmint [14], hyperopt
(called TPE in the following) [8] and SMAC [7]. We use the hyperparameter
optimization library HPOlib [44], which contains a large number of standardized
benchmarks. Besides purely numerical problems, the HPOlib also defines prob-
lems with mixed and dependent parameter spaces. We evaluate the methods
on four synthetic functions (branin, camelback, michalewicz and har6 ), three
parameter optimization problems on grids (linear discriminant analysis (lda),
logistic regression (logreg) and a support vector machine (svm)), as well as a
deep neural network (hpnnet) with 15 parameters, and a deep belief network
(hpdbnet) with 35 parameters. The latter two problems were originally proposed
by Bergstra et al. [8]. mlrMBO uses its default settings, i.e., a Gaussian process
as surrogate model for all solely numerical problems and a random forest for the
problems with mixed and dependent parameter spaces (hpnnet and hpdbnet).
We deviate from the defaults only for the initial design of hpnnet and hpdbnet.
Here, the number of allowed function evaluations compared to the dimension
of the parameter set is very small, therefore the initial design has only size 2d
instead of the default 4d. Spearmint uses an internal dummy encoding of all
categorical parameters for its Gaussian process. The number of iterations on
each benchmark as well as the specific settings of all other optimizers are defined
in HPOlib.
Evaluation. The results of ten runs on each benchmark are summarized in Fig-
ure 5. On each of the four synthetic test functions, mlrMBO outperforms both
SMAC and TPE and has similar performance compared to Spearmint, except
for michalewicz where mlrMBO outperforms all competitors. For the grid opti-
mizations, mlrMBO also performs exceptionally well on every single one, while
each other optimizer results in worse performance on at least one of the three
problems, which overall places mlrMBO on the first place in numeric settings
(cf. Table 2). Regarding the neural network and deep belief network, mlrMBO
achieves similar results as SMAC and slightly better results than Spearmint
1Since BayesOpt is neither connected to HPOlib nor possesses an R interface, we refer the
reader to the benchmarks in [16] and do not consider BayesOpt in our analysis.
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Figure 5: Best objective value (on y axis) found by respective optimizer on 13 HPOlib test
functions. For details on the test functions we refer to [8] for hpnnet and hpdbnet and to [44]
for everything else.
and TPE. Especially Spearmint has a clearly worse performance on three of
the six problems, while mlrMBO is only worse than its competitors on hpdb-
net/cv_convex. As a result, Table 2 shows that mlrMBO also places first w.r.t.
aggregated mean ranks for mixed hyperparameter spaces. We can clearly see
that mlrMBO is on par with other state-of-the-art Bayesian optimization software,
even in highly complex settings.
4.3. Model-Based Multi-Objective Optimization
In Horn et al. [4] an exhaustive benchmark comparing all multi-objective al-
gorithms implemented in mlrMBO is given. However, in 2018 an implementation
bug that was likely to deteriorate the performance of ParEGO was discovered
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Optimizer Avg. rank Avg. rank (numeric only) Avg. rank (mixed only)
mlrMBO 1.90 (1) 1.64 (1) 2.20 (1)
smac 2.65 (3) 2.90 (3) 2.35 (2)
spearmint 2.61 (2) 2.32 (2) 2.95 (4)
TPE 2.85 (4) 3.14 (4) 2.50 (3)
Table 2: Average ranks on HPOlib problems, Results were ranked in each replication and then
averaged over the replications and problems. Numeric only ranks are based on benchmark 7
to 13 and mixed only ranks are based on 1 to 6.
and fixed. Therefore, we present a remake of the benchmark in this chapter,
including a comparision to the GPareto R package.
Benchmarks. The benchmark is performed on the bi-objective black-box op-
timization benchmarking (BBOB) test suite [45]. It is constructed on top of
ten functions of the single-objective BBOB test suite. Two functions belong
to each of the following function classes: separable (sep), moderate (mod),
ill-condition (i-c), multi-modal (m-m) and weakly structured (w-s) functions.
These functions are pairwise combined to form 55 bi-objective problems, which
can be grouped into 15 classes by combining the classes of the underlying single-
objective functions. The benchmark is restricted to the case d = 5.
Setup. To simulate an expensive setting, all algorithms had a budget of 44d func-
tion evaluations, of which 4d are reserved for the initial design. The popular
evolutionary multi-objective algorithm NSGA2 [46] and a random search serve
as baseline for the four implementations in mlrMBO: SMS-EGO, -EGO, SMS-
EGO, and MSPOT (cf. Section 2.6). In addition, the alternative implementation
of SMS-EGO in GPareto is used.
Evaluation. Various performance measures for comparing different approxima-
tions have been introduced. The most popular measure may be the dominated
hypervolume (also known as S-Metric). In the bi-objective case the hypervol-
ume simply measures the area between the discrete approximation of the Pareto
front and a pessimistic reference point. If an approximation reaches a higher
hypervolume value, it is considered superior.
The final Pareto front approximations were normalized to the interval [0, 1]2
with respect to a reference set. Afterwards, ranks are computed for each test
function respectively. In Table 4.3, the mean ranks for each function class are
shown for 20 replications per test function. Moreover, Figures 6 and 7 show the
raw hypervolume values for each test function.
We see that SMS-EGO, ParEGO and MSPOT outperform both baselines on
nearly all test functions, with MSPOT beeing the superior algorithm. Although
gpareto has top performance for the class of two separable functions, it is inferior
to all mlrMBO implementation except -EGO, especially while facing multi-modal
functions.
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group GPareto -EGO MSPOT ParEGO SMS-EGO NSGA2 random
sep – sep 2.18 4.72 2.22 2.88 3.50 5.30 6.40
sep – mod 3.45 5.55 1.85 2.56 2.61 4.85 6.46
sep – i-c 3.52 4.95 1.46 3.81 2.89 5.05 6.31
sep – m-m 4.42 3.96 3.09 3.39 2.51 3.90 6.72
sep – w-s 3.65 5.17 2.76 3.17 2.61 4.42 6.20
mod – mod 3.98 4.20 3.10 2.80 3.17 4.43 6.32
mod – i-c 3.81 5.95 1.68 2.90 3.11 4.40 6.15
mod – m-m 4.50 5.90 2.65 4.04 2.16 3.12 5.62
mod – w-s 4.96 3.91 2.73 2.91 2.38 4.83 6.14
i-c – i-c 4.22 3.63 2.22 2.07 3.50 5.65 6.72
i-c – m-m 5.16 3.45 2.16 3.54 3.17 4.39 6.12
i-c – w-s 3.67 4.24 2.41 3.19 2.92 4.89 6.67
m-m – m-m 6.12 3.13 2.85 3.22 2.85 3.55 6.28
m-m – w-s 5.26 4.90 2.24 3.08 2.23 4.19 6.11
w-s – w-s 4.17 3.98 2.88 3.12 2.53 4.68 6.63
over all 4.21 4.51 2.42 3.11 2.81 4.51 6.33
Table 3: Average ranks on bi-objective BBOB problems. Results were ranked in each replica-
tion and then averaged over the replications and problems for each function class.
5. Conclusion
We introduced the R package mlrMBO, a modular toolbox for model-based
optimization in the R programming language. We gave a brief introduction
to software specific aspects and features. Furthermore, we performed compre-
hensive benchmarks of mlrMBO against other black-box optimizers in different
scenarios. In the single-objective benchmark mlrMBO proved state-of-the-art per-
formance regarding solution quality in comparison with the CMA evolutionary
strategy, random search, and alternative SMBO implementations, while still
being reasonably fast. Furthermore, mlrMBO is on par with the well known op-
timization frameworks SMAC, Spearmint, and TPE as shown by benchmarks
using HPOlib. The benchmark study on expensive multi-objective optimiza-
tion revealed SMBO-based methods, in particular SMS-EGO, to show excellent
performance. Both the state-of-the-art NSGA-II evolutionary algorithm as well
as the baseline random search algorithm were outperformed on all nine test
functions (only ParEGO occasionally failed). All in all the results demonstrate
the suitability of the mlrMBO toolbox in particular for expensive optimization
scenarios in R for single- and multi-objective tasks, with continuous or mixed
parameter spaces.
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Figure 6: Hypervolume values of final Pareto fronts (on y axis) found by respective algorithms
on respective test function.
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Figure 7: Hypervolume values of final Pareto fronts (on y axis) found by respective algorithms
on respective test function.
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